
Computing - Test Your Skills
Year 6  We Are Publishers

1. Below is the main toolbar of Microsoft Publisher.  
 
Explain the action of each icon.

2. What does the page rank algorithm do?

1 mark

1 mark



3. Amy wants to take some text from a web page and put it into a presentation. 
 
Read each statement carefully. Tick the statements that are true.

4. Paul’s mum is learning to create pictures on the computer.

1 mark

2 marks

Amy can select the text and press Ctrl C. She can then open the  
presentation and press Ctrl V. 
 

Amy can select the text, press the menu button and select copy from the 
menu. She can then open the presentation, press the menu button and 
select paste from the menu.

Amy can select the text, use the drop-down Edit menu at the top of the 
screen and select copy. She can then open the presentation, use the  
drop-down Edit menu at the top of the screen and select paste. 

A) What does image processing mean?

B) Name one tool in image processing software which will help Paul’s mum.



6. Luka is writing a story using a word processor called Microsoft Word. 
 
Beatrice is writing a story using an online document through Google 
Docs.  
 
Write down an advantage and a disadvantage for each.

2 marks

The results page is ordered alphabetically.

The results page is ordered by a PageRank algorithm.

Different search engines have different algorithms.

Pages with a lot of links to them appear higher in the rank.

Pages with a lot of images in them appear higher in the rank. 

5. Look at the statements below about searching the World Wide Web.  
Tick the correct statements.

1 mark

Advantage of using a word processor:

Advantage of using an online document:

Disadvantage of using a word processor:

Disadvantage of using an online document:



7. The World Wide Web has a lot of information, but not all questions can 
be answered using search engines.  
 
Write two questions that cannot be answered by using a search engine.

2 marks
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